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Abstract. A data scheduling algorithm based on link distance is pro-
posed in this paper, aiming at the problem of low data transmission
throughput caused by the unequal link distance between aircraft relay
nodes and ground nodes in a directional aviation relay network. Firstly,
the aircraft node acquires the data transmission request of the ground
node during the data transmission request collection stage, and mea-
sures the transmission distance and the data transmission delay with the
ground node. Secondly, a data scheduling algorithm based on downlink
first uplink, long distance first and short distance is designed, which fully
utilizes the communication delay expansion gain brought by the unequal
link distance. Finally, the simulation results show that when the net-
work traffic is saturated, compared with the distributed scheduling (DS)
algorithm, the algorithm named link distance data scheduling (LDDS)
proposed in this paper improves the network throughput by 7.4%.

Keywords: Data scheduling algorithm · Unequal link distance ·
Directional aviation relay network

1 Introduction

The communication network composed of pure ground nodes will cause multi-
hop routing to complete the information exchange due to factors such as the
ground environment occlusion and the small communication range of the node
itself [1]. At this time, there is the problem of complex network topology and poor
anti-destructive performance. The directional aviation relay network is a network
where a ground node communicates, and it is reasonable to deploy an air node at
a higher position in the central area of the network that can be line-of-sight with
the ground node [2]. Let this air node relay information for the distant ground
node. Among them, the directional transmission method adopted by the air node
only receives and sends electromagnetic waves in a specific direction, which can
increase the effective utilization of radiated power, increase confidentiality, and
at the same time enhance the signal strength and increase the anti-interference
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ability [3,4]. However, in the directional aviation relay network, as the number
of ground nodes in the network increases, the problem of low data transmission
efficiency due to the difference in the link distance between the ground node and
the air node will be particularly prominent.

The unequal link distance means that there are multiple ground nodes in
the directional working beam of the air node, and the line-of-sight distance
between each ground node and the air node is unequal, resulting in unequal
data propagation delay. At this time, the communication sequence of air nodes
will significantly affect the overall communication efficiency of the network. The
reason for the unequal link distance is the wide distribution range of ground
nodes, the large number and the long distance between nodes [5,6]. In the tra-
ditional TDMA mode, the length of each time slot is the same [7]. At this time,
the length of the time slot will be determined by the maximum time extension
and a lot of time is wasted on the close-range nodes. For example, in a circular
communication area with a radius of 300 km, the air node is located at 3 km
above the center of the circle, and the distance between the two ground nodes
at 30 km and 150 km from the center of the circle and the air node are: 30.15 km
and 154.43 km. The one-way signal propagation delay brought by the link is:
0.1 ms and 0.515 ms respectively. The length of the transmission slot will be set
to 0.515 ms, and the nearest node only needs 0.1 ms to complete the transmission,
and 0.415 ms of time is wasted, resulting in a lower data transmission efficiency
of the node. The same time wasted in underwater acoustic communication. The
typical propagation rate of sound waves near the sea surface is 1.52 km/s, and
the propagation delay caused by the reduction of the propagation rate increases
[8–10].

In a wider communication area, because the distance between the air node
and the ground node is very large, that is, about hundreds of kilometers, the
propagation time of the wireless signal is close to the data transmission time.
Studying a data scheduling algorithm makes it necessary to reasonably arrange
the order of interaction between air nodes and ground nodes to reduce the delay
of the entire network due to distance transmission without controlling packet
collisions.

Therefore, this paper proposes a data scheduling algorithm based on unequal
link distance named LDDS in directional aviation relay networks. The basic idea
of the LDDS algorithm is that the air relay node collects the service requirements
from the ground nodes, and combines the link distance with each ground node to
reasonably integrate the uplink and downlink transmissions, and calculates the
packet sending time of each node in the uplink and downlink stages. This data
scheduling algorithm can shorten data transmission time and improve network
transmission efficiency.

This article will first introduce the system model, introduce the communi-
cation protocol description and link inequality problems used by the network,
and then specifically talk about LDDS, the newly proposed data scheduling
algorithm based on link distance. Finally, the LDDS algorithm and the compar-
ison algorithm are used to compare the simulation performance and analyze the
results.
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2 System Model

In a directional aviation relay network, an aircraft node relays data packets
for ground nodes, which can greatly reduce the multi-hop transmission time
between ground nodes. In this network, the ground nodes are stationary and
evenly distributed in the circular communication area with the aircraft node as
the center (the aircraft node height is H) and the network coverage radius R.
Moreover, all ground nodes can reach the air node in a single hop. The clocks
of all nodes are synchronized, and the directional beam of the air node rotating
in all directions is divided into B beams. The communication distance of air
nodes is DAir (DAir > R), and the communication distance of ground nodes is
DGround (DGround < DAir), as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Directional aviation relay network

2.1 Communication Protocol Description

The air-to-ground MAC time frame is divided into three stages, as shown in
Fig. 2:

Fig. 2. MAC frame

RAR collection phase: The aircraft node and the ground node exchange
data transmission requests in a Trigger-Response (Trg-Res) manner, as shown
in Fig. 3. Downlink service: The aircraft node informs some ground nodes in the
Trg frame that the downlink service is about to be sent. After being informed
by the Trg frame that the ground node receives the Trg frame, it responds to
the Res frame and prepares to receive the downlink service. Uplink service: If
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the ground node has uplink service that needs to be sent to the aircraft node,
regardless of whether the node is included in the Trg frame, the Res frame is
immediately answered after receiving the Trg frame. And in the Res frame, the
local node’s uplink service request is sent to the aircraft node.

Fig. 3. RAR collection stage

Broadcast stage: After the aircraft node receives all the uplink and downlink
service transmission requests, it allocates resources and broadcasts the results
of the resource allocation to all nodes in the network, as shown in Fig. 4. The
aircraft node sends the broadcast data packets routed by this node to the ground
node, and allocates time slots for the broadcast data packets routed by the
ground node.

Fig. 4. Broadcast stage

Data stage: According to the result of the resource allocation algorithm, the
data transmission between the aircraft node and the ground node is completed.
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The duration of the uplink and downlink is dynamically adjusted according to
the business situation.

The data scheduling algorithm based on link distance proposed in this paper
works between the RAR collection stage and the Broadcast stage. First of all,
through Trg-Res information interaction, we can know the service requirements
of various nodes and the transmission delay to reach the air nodes (also the link
distance of the reaction). The two pieces of information are used as the input
parameters of the data scheduling algorithm. After the algorithm calculation,
the resource allocation results are arranged for each ground node, and then the
results are broadcast to each ground node in the Broadcast stage.

2.2 Unequal Link Distance

In the directional working beam area of the air node, the line-of-sight between
each ground node and the air node is different, resulting in different transmission
delays. Arrange the data transmission sequence reasonably, and use the unequal
link distance to shorten the overall network delay and increase network through-
put. Suppose there is two ground nodes i and j in the current working area of
aerial node a, where node i is closer to aerial node a than node j. The total
traffic in the network (including uplink and downlink services) is BUpLink. Data
transmission consumes time is TData. Then the throughput of the network is
WThroughPut:

WThroughPut =
BUpLink

TData
(1)

When the network traffic is constant, the shorter the transmission time
required, the higher the unit throughput of the network. At the same time,
the following three constraints must be met:

* Conditions where the STA’s uplink and downlink working time periods cannot
conflict (for a single STA node). Use TUp

Start and TDown
Start to represent the start

time of the uplink and downlink. Use TUp
End and TDown

End to represent the end
time of the uplink and downlink. Time needs to satisfy:

{
(TUp

Start > TDown
Start )and(TUp

End > TDown
End )

(TDown
Start > TUp

Start)and(T
Down
End > TUp

End)
(2)

* The condition for the AP to receive packets uplink does not conflict is that
no data collision can occur during signal transmission. The packet sending
time of node i is TData

i , business demand is Bi. The packet sending time of
node j is TData

j , business demand is Bj . And the data transmission rate of
all nodes is the same as vData. The link distance between node a and node i
is dai. The link distance between node a and node j is daj .

TData
i +

Bi

vData
+

dai
c

≥ TData
j +

daj
c

(3)

* AP and STA can finish the business within the designated time slot.
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3 Data Scheduling Algorithm Based on Link Distance

The core idea of LDDS algorithm used in directional aviation relay network:
The downlink has higher scheduling priority than the uplink: In a directional

aviation relay network, the main role of an aircraft node is an air relay node,
that is, an aircraft node is generally not a source node or a destination node of
data. Therefore, the algorithm adopts the principle of prioritizing downlink data
transmission. In this way, if the downlink data can be transmitted preferentially,
the storage unit at the aircraft node can be released first, and then it is convenient
to store the uplink data information newly sent by the ground node.

The long-distance link traffic has higher scheduling priority than the short-
distance link: From the perspective of time slot allocation based on link distance,
during downlink data transmission, if the aircraft node preferentially sends data
to the long-distance node, it can opportunistically send data to close nodes
within the time slot for the long-distance node to reply. Thereby improving the
time slot utilization rate and the efficiency of the multiple access protocol.

3.1 Overall Algorithm Design

The directional aviation relay network is a single-AP multi-STA network. Due to
the existence of a central control node in the network, it is possible to statistically
analyze the uplink data request carried by the response from the air node (here-
inafter referred to as AP). The transmission arrangement is obtained through a
scheduling algorithm, and this time slot arrangement is sent to all ground nodes
(hereinafter referred to as STAs) through broadcast control packets.

In order to make efficient use of time resources, the data scheduling algorithm
proposed in this paper will obscure the uplink and downlink data transmission
stages of the entire network in the general protocol flow. Instead, it is considered
from the AP node, so that the AP can be continuously down and up as much
as possible, as shown in the Fig. 5.

When the uplink and downlink services are symmetrical, this algorithm will
not overlap the packet sending and receiving times at the STA node. But for
a more general situation: when the uplink and downlink services are asymmet-
ric, there may be overlap of uplink and downlink working hours at the STA,
and further adjustment and optimization are needed. The general flow of this
scheduling algorithm is as follows:

step 1 Based on the start time TStart
Base of the AP sending packets to the farthest

STA, first calculate the subsequent relative time;
step 2 Using the downlink algorithm mentioned in Sect. 3.3, calculate the AP’s

packet sending schedule for each STA, and in this case the STA’s packet
receiving schedule;

step 3 Use the uplink algorithm mentioned in Sect. 3.2 to calculate the timetable
for each STA to send packets to the AP, and in this case, the AP’s
timetable for receiving packets corresponding to the data of each STA;
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step 4 According to the link distance, the working area of each STA is detected
sequentially from far to near, and whether there is an overlap of uplink
and downlink working time. If there is overlap, go to step 5, otherwise go
to step 6;

step 5 Advance the AP’s packet sending time to the min (packet sending sched-
ule) it maintains, and synchronously modify the AP packet sending sched-
ule;

step 6 If the packet sending schedule has been modified, need to skip back to
step 4 and check again whether there is any overlap in the working area
of each STA.

step 7 After the collision detection is completed, the true packet sending time
of AP and STA is re-determined by the following formula:

TStart
Real = min(min(APtimetable),min(STAtimetable)) (4)

The data transmission stage calculated at the end of the algorithm flow is
shown in Fig. 5:

Fig. 5. Data transmission stage

3.2 Uplink Algorithm Design

In order to make the receiving end of the uplink data get the maximum through-
put within a certain period of time, the best way is to arrange the sending time
of each STA reasonably, so that the AP can continuously receive and process
data without gaps, as shown in the Fig. 6:
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of AP receiving package

In the RAR stage, each STA writes its own data uplink request in the Res
control packet and sends it to the AP. The AP end can calculate and know the
transmission delay between each STA and the AP from the sending timestamp
of Res and the current time. The data length of the data request carried by
Res and the predetermined data transmission rate determine the data transmis-
sion duration. Figure 7 shows the uplink scheduling arrangement of the LDDS
algorithm.

Fig. 7. Uplink algorithm diagram

In order of increasing transmission delay (DS1d < DS2d < ... < DSnd), the
following data information table is organized: (Where N is the total number of
STAs in the current network, and n is the number of STAs in the current AP’s
working sector).

The input parameters of this algorithm are: the service request of each STA.
Under the condition that the data transmission rate is known, it is equivalent
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to the data transmission time Ldata
Uli

(1 ≤ i ≤ n), transmission delay DSid(1 ≤
i ≤ n), and the beginning of the data uplink phase is Tstart. Calculate and
output the packet sending time T data

k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) of each STA.
The algorithm flow is as follows: Firstly, the data sent from the closest STA

node S1 is set to the time when the AP starts to work. Assuming that T data
1 is

a certain constant, then the start time of receiving the first packet is:

T data
1 + DS1d (5)

The start time of receiving the second packet:

T data
1 + DS1d + Ldata

1 (6)

...
Start time of receiving the i-th packet:

T data
1 + DS1d +

i−1∑
j=1

Ldata
j (2 ≤ i ≤ n) (7)

According to each packet receiving time and transmission delay table, the
packet sending time of each STA is reversed:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

T data
1

T data
2 = T data

1 + DS1d + Ldata
1 − DS2d

...

T data
k = T data

1 + DS1d +
∑k−1

j=1 L
data
j − DSkd(2 ≤ k ≤ n)

(8)

From the above formula, it is found that the packet sending time T data
k (1 ≤

k ≤ n) of each STA is a certain value and is directly related to the value of
T data
1 . The starting time of the data uplink phase is the known data. TUl

Start

min(T data
k (1 ≤ k ≤ n)) = TUl

Start (9)

From the above formula, T data
1 can be solved, so that T data

k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) can
be solved, so that the packet sending time of all STAs can be obtained.

3.3 Downlink Algorithm Design

In the downlink data transmission phase, the air AP node sends data packets
to the ground STA node. In the downlink data transmission, if the aircraft
node preferentially sends data to the long-distance node, it can opportunistically
send data to the short-distance node within the time gap waiting for the long-
distance node to reply. In this way, the time slot utilization rate and the efficiency
of the multiple access protocol can be improved. Figure 8 shows the downlink
scheduling arrangement of the LDDS algorithm.
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Fig. 8. Downlink algorithm diagram

Start time of the downlink phase: (TBEnd is the end time of the broadcast
phase of the current time frame):

TDl
Start = TBEnd (10)

The data information table maintained by the AP node itself records the
service transmission requirements of the AP for each STA. Then, according to
the data transmission rate vdata, the transmission duration Ldata

Dli
of the downlink

transmission data, the transmission delay DSid obtained from the RAR stage,
and the strategy of giving priority to the transmission of the remote STA can
calculate the packet sending time of the AP to each STA:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

T data
1 = TDl

Start

T data
2 = T data

1 + Ldata
Dl1

...

T data
k = T data

1 +
∑k−1

j=1 L
data
Dlj

(2 ≤ k ≤ n)

(11)

And calculate the duration of the shortest downlink phase that can get the
network:

Ldata
Dl = max(T data

1 + DS1d + Ldata
Dl1 , ..., T data

n + DSnd + Ldata
Dln ) (12)

For AP, its uplink end time is its downlink start time, and the two phases
will work without interruption.

4 Simulation and Results

At present, the simulation of wireless communication systems is generally divided
into two categories: link-level simulation and system-level simulation. Among
them, the link-level simulation mainly focuses on the performance of wireless
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channel and physical layer algorithms, and the signal-to-noise ratio error rate is
used as the judging standard; while the system-level simulation will focus on the
impact of high-level protocols and network topology on network performance.
The signal delay is used as the criterion. In order to accurately express the overall
performance of the data scheduling algorithm proposed in this paper, we choose
to perform verification analysis on the link-level and system-level integrated
simulation platform based on NS3.

A distributed scheduling (DS algorithm) is proposed [8]. In this algorithm, in
the data downlink phase, the AP sends packets to the STA in order from far to
near. Then wait for all STAs to enter the uplink phase after receiving packets.
All STAs send packets at the beginning of the uplink. If it is predicted that there
will be a collision at the AP end when receiving packets, the remote node in the
conflicting STA will postpone the packet.

Fig. 9. DS and LDDS scheduling algorithms

Figure 9 represent the principles of DS and LDDS scheduling algorithms.
TData represents the total time required for the transmission of all services on
the network; Ttrans represents the propagation delay caused by the maximum
link distance in the network; T

′
Data is the length of time required to represent

the traffic transmission of a single node (in this analysis, set all nodes to have
the same uplink and downlink traffic).

Test scenario: Design a directional aviation relay network so that 128 com-
munication nodes are located in a circular area with a radius of 300 km. The only
air node is 3 km above the center of the circle, and the remaining 127 ground
nodes are evenly and randomly distributed inside the circle. The air nodes use
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directional beam communication, which is divided into 16 hemispherical coverage
beams. An air node can reach any ground node in the circular communication
area in a single hop. The size of a single data packet is 256B, the data transmis-
sion rate is 54 Mbps, all nodes are stationary and the clocks are synchronized.
Test the performance of various networks that communicate with each other
through the assistance of air node relay forwarding between ground nodes.

Let the air node be a node relay node of the ground area in a directional
beam, and for a circular uniformly distributed network, the number of ground
nodes near the circular air node is less, and the number of ground nodes closer
to the edge of the network is greater. Therefore, in the working beam of the AP
node, there are 8 ground nodes on average and the distribution form relative
to the AP is from sparse to dense. Under this scenario, simulation test was
conducted to verify the performance characteristics of LDDS algorithm and DS
algorithm.

In the case of network transmission of the same traffic, the time-consuming
situation of the two algorithms is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Algorithm time-consuming comparison

Business volume DS time consuming LDDS time consuming LDDS saves time

TData < Ttrans 2Ttrans + 2T
′
Data 2Ttrans − TData + T

′
Data TData + T

′
Data

TData = Ttrans 2Ttrans + 2T
′
Data Ttrans + T

′
Data TData + T

′
Data

TData > Ttrans 2TData + 2T
′
Data TData 2T

′
Data
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Fig. 10. The number of packets sent in a single Data phase varies with time

The x-axis of Fig. 10 is the time-consuming situation of the algorithm, and the
y-axis is the number of packets sent (all nodes send a unit-length data packet).
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It can be seen from the figure that the performance of the two algorithms is the
same in the initial AP downlink phase; but in the AP uplink phase, the time
required by the new algorithm is significantly better than the comparison algo-
rithm. This is because after the LDDS algorithm enters the Data transmission
phase, the STA will prepare to send packets uplink. In the DS algorithm, the
uplink and downlink are completely separated. The STA must wait for the AP
to complete the downlink phase before it can start the uplink transmission. This
will cause all the packets to be sent or are in the link transmission state during
the start of the uplink phase, and the AP will have a period of idle time, result-
ing in a waste of time. The LDDS algorithm proposed in this paper makes good
use of link inequality information to arrange STA to send packets in advance,
avoiding the time resource consumption of AP here.
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Fig. 11. Network throughput changes with the rate of production packets

The x-axis of Fig. 11 is the packet production rate, and the y-axis is the
network throughput (the maximum link distance in this test scenario is 240 km).
It can be seen from the figure that the LDDS algorithm can reach the saturation
point of network throughput faster than the LDDS algorithm. It is easy to
see through the principle analysis table of the LDDS algorithm and the DS
algorithm. When the maximum link distance of the network is consistent with
the transmission time required for the network data, the LDDS algorithm will
have the most obvious throughput gain compared to the DS algorithm, and
also reach the maximum throughput of the network. When the network traffic is
saturated, compared with the DS algorithm, the network throughput is improved
by 7.4%

The x-axis of Fig. 12 is the maximum link distance in the network, and the
y-axis is the network throughput. Under the condition that the total traffic to
be transmitted by the network is fixed, when the distance between the links
in the network is small, the LDDS algorithm transmits all the services in one
time, which is roughly equal to the service transmission time, and there is no
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Fig. 12. Network throughput changes with the rate of production packets

additional link propagation delay. Will get the maximum network throughput.
When the distance between the links in the network is large, the LDDS algo-
rithm will increase the time it takes to transmit network services and the DS
algorithm will increase the long-distance propagation cost. However, the total
time consumption of the LDDS algorithm will always be less than that of the DS
algorithm, so the network throughput of the LDDS algorithm is always better
than the DS algorithm.

5 Conclusion

A data scheduling algorithm based on link distance is proposed in the directional
aviation relay network, which blurs the uplink and downlink stages of the overall
network, and keeps the relay nodes in working state as much as possible. There-
fore, the air nodes and the ground nodes can communicate efficiently, improve
the utilization rate of network resources, and increase the network throughput.
And through simulation tests, verification shows that using this data scheduling
algorithm in directional aviation relay networks, the network will have better
throughput.
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